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The two-correlations model for the bonding classification (binding) in metallic phases is applied to 
transition metal disilicides. The model considers the spatial correlations of the valence electrons (b 
correlation) and of the peripheral core electrons (c correlation) and proposes them to be simply 
commensurable to the crystal structure and to one another. A better understanding of the disilicides is 
possible by using the assumption that the electron contribution into the b and c correlations is essen- 
tially P”Sij”, where T represents a transition metal atom and n is its column number in the periodic 
system of elements. From this electron contribution it follows that the valence electron concentration 
in all T”S& phases is nearly the same (i.e., not regarding a descent of valence electrons into the c 
correlation), and that the core electron concentration is not varying rapidly during increase of the 
column number II of the T component. Therefore the structure types of TiSi,, CrS&, and MoSi, are 
homeotypic and the stacking-homeotypism is caused by the increase of the core electron concentra- 
tion. For n = 7 defect disilicide structures occur and an FU2 binding becomes stable, which is the cause 
for the incommensurability in one direction of the T and Si partial structures. The T atoms choose 
positions compatible with the c correlation and the B atoms adapt their position to the b correlation, 
since these component atoms mainly contribute into these separate correlations. For n = 8 the descent 
of valence electrons is reduced in quantity so that the binding becomes of the FB2 type which is formed 
in FeS&.r, CoSi,, and Nisi,. The phase FeSi,.r is heterotypic to CoSi, as the commensurability of the 
FB2 binding to the cell is different in both phases. 

Introduction 

It is a remarkable fact that all the chemi- 
cal elements, beginning with A2 (Be, Mg, 
Ca, Sr, Ba) up to Tl” (transition metals Ni, 
Pd, Pt) form disilicides (I). Several of the 
structures formed are closely homeotypic: 
TiSi,(S2.4,SR7.12), CrSQH3.6SR3.35, 
drawing (2a, p. 313)), and MoSi, 
(U1.2SR1.740, drawing (2a, p. 313)) 
(see Appendix for symbols). They are 

stacked up by hexagonal close-packed lay- 
ers ZSi, (primitive submesh aR three atomic 
supermesh us = ap (1,l; - 1,2), for matrix 
notation see (2b) or Appendix), using the 
support number 2 (i.e., one atom of the sec- 
ond layer is supported by two atoms of the 
first layer) in different stacking sequences. 
The valence electron concentration NV is 
important for the homeotypism as shown 
by Nowotny ‘s diagram (I a), which displays 
in the sequence of increasing N:A the homo- 
geneity ranges of the types TiS&, CrSi,, 

* Extended version of a paper presented at the MoSi, for many two-component and three- 
“Symposium iiber Festkorper-und Strukturchemie,” component mixtures, the Nf being based 
Vienna 28.09.1981. on the electron count Ti4Sit, etc. The TiS& 
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structure family (“supertype”) gave an ad- 
ditional touch when the defect disilicides 
homeotypic to Mn,,Si,,(T44.76,SR29.64) 
were analyzed by Nowotny and his co- 
workers (3). Here the just-mentioned hex- 
agonal layer TS& is perturbed in such a way 
that the Si partial structure is a little 
strained in the a,=, direction as compared 
with the T partial structure. The stacking of 
these layers remains approximately with 
support number 2. Another electron count 
for the defect disilicides was proposed by 
Jeitschko and Pat-the (4), who used the 
number of valence electrons per T atom site 
and applied a different electron contribution 
of the T component. Therefore the electron 
count in the disilicides is still controversial. 
In any case both electron counts (la and4) 
consider one-electron gas as decisive for 
the structure stabilized, while the two-cor- 
relations model (2b) considers two-electron 
correlations. It appeared, therefore, of in- 
terest to examine the disilicide family by 
the concepts of the two-correlations model. 

The questions to be answered are: 
(1) Why is the tendency to form disili- 

tides independent of the Tn component? 
(2) Why are the types of TiS&, CrSi,, and 

MoSi, closely homeotypic? 
(3) Why are defect disilicides formed? 
(4) Why have they such a rare structure 

type? 
(5) What is the structural relation to the 

other disilicides? 
A model which is able to bring energetic 

understanding into this remarkable phe- 
nomenon must be realistic, or, put other- 
wise, if the model interprets the facts, then 
the facts support the model. 

Some chemists find difficulties in accept- 
ing the two-correlations model since they 
think that they have to assume an electron 
lattice in the structure. This is a misunder- 
standing of the model, which considers the 
spatial correlation (two-electron reduced 
spatial density function) and not the elec- 
tron density. This spatial correlation may 

be calculated by a Hat-tree model and dif- 
fers then from the function which exists in 
reality, by an excess density. If this excess 
density is subject to an averaging procedure 
(2b,c) then the result has some relation to a 
lattice. The kind of excess density may be 
assessed by a continuity consideration (2c), 
but it has the unfortunate property of being 
found only in high approximations of 
present-time ab initio calculations, so that it 
has not been carefully enough studied 
since. Nevertheless, the excess density 
governs phase formation since the Hat-tree 
spatial correlation cancels essentially in the 
energy of formation (energy of compound 
minus energy of unreacted components). 
This is the reason why the analysis by the 
two-correlations model is frequently very il- 
luminating, for instance, in the present case 
where no other interpretation has been ad- 
vanced so far. 

Analysis 

The remarkable feature that the phases 
TnSi2 are formed independently of the up- 
per index n suggests that the valence elec- 
tron correlation (b correlation) is exclu- 
sively filled by valence electrons of Si 
atoms (extended Ekman rule, see (2~)). 
The n peripheral d electrons of the T” atoms 
must then populate the correlation of the 
peripheral core electrons (c correlation) to- 
gether with the eight peripheral core elec- 
trons of Si. Therefore the electron count is 
assumed to be T”*nSi$8, where the first num- 
bers in the exponent indicate the contribu- 
tions into the b correlation and the second 
numbers indicate the contributions into the 
c correlation. Therefore the valence elec- 
tron concentration is the same in all consid- 
ered disilicides and the core electron con- 
centration varies only within narrow limits. 
This simple assumption already answers 
the first question, for if the valence electron 
concentration is approximately the same in 
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all T’S& phases then this may favor just the 
formation of a phase (extended Hume- 
Rothery rule). The second question is also 
answered, for in the proposed count the 
change of core electron concentration must 
be slow, as the great contribution of the Si 
atoms is always present, and belongs to the 
majority component. A slowly varying core 
electron concentration will favor homeo- 
typic structures. 

In order to come to a binding (bonding 
classification) proposal it is appropriate to 
start from the binding in the marginal phase 
Si. 

The binding in Si(F2 structure class (2a), 
Structure Report 1, p. 52) is given by a = 
5.431 A = bd2) = c*(4) (see (2b)). This is a 
factorial binding (2b) and therefore energet- 
ically favorable; it may be named briefly 
FB2. The disilicide NiSi,(CaF, type, 
SR13.90) has (5) the same binding a = 
5.406 A = bd2) = c,(4), and the elementary 
cell is nearly that of Si with four Ni inserted 
and the Si atoms somewhat redistributed; 
only the occupation of the c correlation is 
strongly increased. From this independence 
of the degree of occupation of the c correla- 
tion, it is confirmed that the FB2 binding is 
quite stable. It appears, therefore, natural 
that the FB2 binding in CaSi, is also found: 
CaSiz.p(ThSiz,U2.4, drawing (2a, p. 313), 
SR33.51)4.28; 13.54 8, = b&2;9/2) = 
cB(8112;9). The fact that the structure of Ca- 
Si,.p is different from Nisi2 stems from the 
circumstance that the electron count Ca2,8 
Si$*.p is different from Ni”,loSi$,B, or, 
since the number of b correlation places is 
NE = 36 there must be some descent of 
valence electrons into the c correlation: 
Ca’*%i$*.p. It is seen here that from the 
structure the electron count may be in- 
ferred. It is therefore satisfactory that Ca- 
Si,.r permits an electron count Ca2+!W.r 
and the FB2 binding: CaSi,.r(R1.2, 
SR33.51)H3.82; 15.98 A = b,,(3.25l”; 
9.213) = ~~~(3.25”~; 37/3). Since the FB2 
binding also applies to LaSi,(ThSi,, 

SR16.105)4.28; 13.75 A, the question arises 
what the binding is in TiSi,. 

The cell of TiSi2, a = 8.25;4.78;8.54& 
permits us to find a quasi-tetragonal cell uT 
which corresponds to the Si cell: a si = a T = 
u&(0.5,-0.5,0; O,O,l; O.S,O.S,O) and has 
the same atom content as the Nisi2 cell (it 
should be noted that the last equation may 
be decomposed into uT=l = ui0.5 + ah0 + 
40.5, up, = a;(-0.5) + aLO + 40.5, u7k3 

= ai0 + a;1 + ajO). Besides the redistribu- 
tion of the Si atoms, a strong tetragonal de- 
formation of the pseudocell uT occurs, 
which also makes the cell a TiSi2 pseudohex- 
agonal. The atom layer given by the frac- 
tional coordinates relative to the aTisi2 cell 
as x1, x2, 0 permits, as has been mentioned, 
us to stack up the whole-type TiSi2 and also 
the types CrSi, and MoSi, (see Fig. 1). 
Since in these types the concentration of 
the peripheral core electrons is less than in 
Nisi2 it is clear that a less close-packed c 
correlation must be stabilized. To write it 
down it is advantageous to use the pseudo- 
hexagonal cell of TiSi2 un = U.WZ 
(0.5,-0.5,O; 0.5,0.5,0; O,O,l), so that for c 
it follows that uH = H4.78; 8.54 A = ~~4; 7) 
quite similar to the correlation in the plane 
(1 1%ISL2. This c correlation is conserved in 
the three homeotypic disilicide structures, 
only the matrix element (c&H)33 = K&, = 7 

Ti 

FIG. 1. TiSiz(S2.4,SR7.12), D@,Fddd a = 8.253; 
4.783; 8.540 A, 8Ti(a).O.O.O, 16Si(e).333.0.0. 



changes a little and is probably responsible quences may be found in three-component 
for the change of the structural stacking se- alloys at sufficiently low temperatures. 
quence. For CrSie with a = H4.43; 6.36 8, It is now possible to find the analysis of 
comes K’j = 5.7 and for MoSi, (a = 3.203; 
7.855 A or aH = H4.530; 4.530 A) comes K& 

the binding in a defect disilicide. For this 
purpose it is helpful to analyze the binding 

= 4; taken relative to one atom layer the K’j in a complete mixture as this affords the 
values are 1.75, 1.90, 2.00. &,J N;) relation ( $ = distance in b correla- 

The b correlation in TiS& could be aT = tion, d, = distance in c correlation, N; = 
bd2; 1.6), which affords only 26 electron mole fraction of the second component) 
places. Concluding that six valence elec- which helps to find the most probable bind- 
trons have descended into the c correlation, ing (bonding classification). As an example 
there must be assumed Ng = 86 electrons the mixture MoGe, may be chosen (M = 
in the uT cell, which are distributed on N/g undetermined mole number). The binding 
= 112 c correlation places per cell leading of MO is given by 
to the reasonable occupation N Jp” = 0.77. It 
is remarkable that the b correlation is ap- Mo(W,SR1.16)3.147 A 
proximately described also by aH = H4.78; 
8.54 8, = b&5.3 li2; 5/3) = cH(4; 7). There- 

= bB(l) = CC’(~) = eC(4). 

fore it may be written acrsI, = H4.43; 6.36 A 
= b&5.31j2; 4) = CA+ 5.7) and aMos4 + aH 

The formula is written for simplicity with 

= H4.53; 4.53 H, = b,&5.3112; 2.813) = +(x4; 
the indices on the line as in the tables (5); 

4). It was assumed before that the last ele- 
the b, lattice is fully occupied, while the cc, 

ment of the second numerical matrix K” = 
lattice is occupied to NE” = 1.25 (C = num- 
ber of peripheral core electrons, P” = num- 

c-l a in the binding description is responsi- ber of places in the c correlation). The num- 
ble for the stacking sequence of the hexago- ber of five electrons per atom in the c 
nal atom layers. This may be confirmed by correlation leads to partial Hund insertion 
the commensurability rule. The value K’& = (see Appendix) and so to the effect found by 
7 of TiSi2 is integral and favors, therefore, a neutron diffraction in Cr(SR23.113). Even a 
4-layer stacking sequence. The value K1& = third correlation, e, may be commensurable 
5.7 has in fact for 3K$ = 17 the first whole- and this fact is responsible for the high 
number value and favors, therefore, a 9- melting temperature of the T4-6 elements 
layer sequence which is composed of three following a well-confirmed rule (2~). The 
3-layer sequences. Finally for K$, = 4 the binding suggests the electron count Moos6 
MoSi, sequence is appropriate. The in- Ge $lo, i.e., only the Ge contribute to the 
crease of the axial ratio with increasing b correlation which amounts to an exten- 
electron concentration is a frequently con- sion of Ekmans rule (see2a). The binding in 
firmed rule; it is caused by an electron cor- MO may be named a BC’2 or a BB2 binding; 
relation which is well commensurable in the it occurs also in CuZn with the distinction 
basal plane, and less well in the direction of that the commensurability to the crystal cell 
the unique axis. a is different and the e correlation is not 

It is clear that the present interpretation commensurable. Probably the Ge atoms fa- 
contains predictions on the change of axial vor a 6, correlation, therefore it is very sat- 
ratio of a phase of the TiSi2 family after isfactory that the following to BB2 related 
substitution of appropriate T elements. binding is possible, 
Such investigations could confirm the 
present interpretation; also, it might be pos- Mo3Ge(Cr3Si,SR16.94)4.933 A 
sible that more complicated stacking se- = bC(2) = CC(~). 
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This CC2 binding satisfies the number of 
valence and core electrons per cell N& = 
8,X. The fairly high occupation of the c 
correlation perhaps has to do with the high 
supraconductivity transition temperature. 
Homeotypic to the binding in Mo,Ge is 

Mo5Ge3(WBi3,71Ec)9.84; 4.97 8, 
= bFU( 1S1’$3/2) = cC(72?4.3). 

This FUC2 binding corresponds to the in- 
crease of valence electron concentration: 
The b c correlation of Mo,Ge is compressed 
to a b,, correlation in Mo,Ge,, while the 
c-lb commensurability is preserved in the 
basal plane. The value NE = 54 is a little 
greater than the value N:C = 48, so that here 
MO may have a little valence electron con- 
tribution. The next two phases are Mnr,Si,, 
homeotypes: 

Mol3Ge23(T52.92,SR32.72)5.987; 63.54 A 
= bF(2;42/2) = cU(4;52), 

Mo9Ge16(U18.32,71Ec)5.994; 43.995 8, 
= bF(2;29/2) = cU(4;36). 

At first it is seen that the c correlation is no 
more of the H type of c(MoSQ but of the U 
type which is formed by a compression in 
the direction of the hexagonal axis (and a 
plane shear of the c H correlation). The tran- 
sition c H += ct, corresponds to the transition 
of (pseudo) hexagonality to tetragonality of 
the crystal structure. The compression of 
c H to c u is favored following the model by a 
great Nb* (number of peripheral core elec- 
trons per atom) and by a small Nk (number 
of valence electrons per atom). Therefore, 
it remains possible that for greater N:A the 
c H correlation reappears. The MO partial 
structure of Mo13Gez3 and Mo,Ge,, is ex- 
actly commensurate to the c correlation and 
the Ge partial structure is (less so because 
of descent) commensurate to the b correla- 
tion. This rare division is caused by the fact 
that all peripheral electrons of MO contrib- 
ute- to the c correlation while (nearly) all 
valence electrons of Ge contribute to the b 

correlation. Since this is not generally the 
case (for instance, in brasslike alloys both 
components contribute to the b correlation) 
questions (3) and (4) are answered: The 
Mn,,Si,, homeotypes are formed as the b, 
and the cu correlation are not well commen- 
surate in a3 direction and different numbers 
of Si defects are caused by different descent 
of valence electrons into the c correlation. 
The Mn,,Si,, structure type is rare because 
the interdivision of the b and c electrons 
over the components is fairly rare. The de- 
scent of valence electrons is with 0.35 per 
atom smaller than in TiSi, (0.75). This is 
satisfactory since the descent must de- 
crease with increasing column number n. 
For the second component mole fraction 
0.67 follows 

MoGe2.h(MoSi2,SR17.173)3.313; 
8.195 A + H4.69; 4.69 A 

= bFH(5.31’2; 2.8/3) = cH(4; 4), 

MoGe2.r(Ni2Si,SR30.21)6.343; 
8.582: 3.451 A = bFU(3; 4; -2.712) 

= cU(3 x 21’2; 4 x 21’2; 2.8). 

At lower temperatures the FU2 binding ap- 
pears with strongly deformed b, cot-r&- 
tion. The good fit of the binding is displayed 
in the d(N) diagram Fig. 2. 

mole fraction Nbe 

FIG. 2. Electron distances in phases MoGe,. 
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The question now arises whether the number of electrons per cell in b and c cor- 
above interpretation is valid for all Mnl,Si,, relation): 
homeotypes. This is in fact the case (NE = 

V17Ge3l(T68.124,SR32.74)5.91; 83.65 A = bF(2; 56.5/2) = cU(4; 68), NE496,1580, 

Crl lGel9(Mnl lSil9,SR32.70)5.80; 52.34 A = bF(2; 36/2) = cU(4; 44), NE304,1024, 

MnllSi19(T44.76,SR29.64)5.52; 48.2 8, = bF(2; 35/2) = cU(4; 44), NE304,916, 

Tc4Si7(Tl6.28,7lEc)5.737; 18.099 A = bF(2; 12.6/2) = cU(4; 15.5~16), NE1 12,336, 

Ru2Sn3(T8.12,SR29.85)6.172; 9.915 A = bF(2; 6.412) = cU(4; 7.9%8), NE48,184, 

RhlOGal7(T40.68,SR32.68)5.813; 47.46 A = bHT(8 1’2; 26/2) = cU(4; 40), NE204,1040, 

Rhl7Ge22(U34.44,SR32.83)5.604; 78.45 A = bHT(8 1’2; 44/2) = cU(4; 68), NE352,1492, 

Ir3GaS(T12.20,SR32.69)5.823; 14.20 A = bC(81j2,7) = cU(4; 12), NE60,308, 

Ir4Ge5(Tl6.20,SR32.80,33.84)5.612; 18.364 A = bC(81f2; 9.2) = cU(4; 16), NE80,344. 

It becomes clear here why there are differ- 
ent subfamilies in the MnllSils family: not 
only the different descent in the b correla- 
tion permits different crystal types but also 
the b correlation can have different types; 
the correlation type determines the family 
while the valence electron descent deter- 
mines the different structural types. 

The insight gained in the above interpre- 
tations permits the determination of the 
binding in further disilicides. The structure 
of FeSi2.r(P8. 16JR37.101) is commensura- 
ble to the Nisi, by a = 7.79; 7.83; 9.86 A = 
a,&l,- 1.0; l,l,O; 0,0,2). The binding is a 
= b& 171j2; 7.4/2) = ~~(34~‘~; 7.4) so that the 
FB2 binding of Nisi, and CoSi, is con- 
served in FeSi,.r. But there is some descent 
of valence electrons since 17 x 7.4 = 125.8 
is smaller than the number of valence elec- 
trons per cell Np = 128. This descent has 
the tendency to make the structure tetrago- 
nally compressed. Therefore the Si chains 
along a3 take zigzag form and this favors the 
increase of the basal mesh and the 171j2 
commensurability. The structure of FeSi,.h 
remarkably has a different array of Fe at- 
oms in the C 1 partial structure of Si. The 
binding here is a = 2.692; 5.137 A = bdl; 2) 

= c~( 2; 4)) i.e., once again of the FB2 type. 
The low occupation of the c correlation 
probably favors the layerlike array of the 
Fe, which is not possible for CoSi2 and 
NiSi2. 

Concluding Remarks 

It is clear that the proposed bindings are 
hypothetical; they are supported by the fact 
that they obey a set of rules, which is as- 
sumed to control all correlations. But this is 
not the first time in crystallography that hy- 
potheses are used. From a hypothesis pre- 
dictions may be inferred and afterwards ex- 
amined by experiments. This property of 
suggesting new experiments is found in the 
present interpretation also. The universal- 
ity of the increase of axial ratio with in- 
creasing core electron concentration in 
TiS& homeotypes may be examined. New 
stacking homeotypes at lower temperatures 
may be searched for. The different descent 
of valence electrons into the c correlation 
(core electron band) may be scrutinized by 
magnetic measurements. 

Besides this indication of new experi- 
mental problems there is a remarkable cor- 
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respondence between observation and 
model, which gives confidence that there is 
some content of truth in the model. Some 
critics have found fault in too many free 
parameters of the model, which might allow 
one to find a binding proposal for mistaken 
structures. These critics must explain by 
their models why, for instance, in the mix- 
ture MoGe, just for BB2, CC2, FUC2, 
FU2, and FB2 bindings phases are stabi- 
lized. While the present model leads to the 
correspondence between observed struc- 
tures and favorable bindings the other 
models must calculate the stability of the 
structures as compared to other possible 
structures, and finally draw from the com- 
putational results a bonding classification 
which is desired by the experimental crys- 
tallographers. A possibility to falsify the 
present model would also be to prove that 
there are no latticelike spatial correlations 
in metallic phases, but such a proof has not 
appeared as yet. Therefore, the two-corre- 
lation model should be used and improved 
as long as severe deficiencies are not found. 

Appendix: Summary of Model, Notation, 
and Analysis Method 

A valence model for metallic phases 
needs not calculate the energy U as a func- 
tion of volume, entropy, and mole numbers 
since it only wishes to indicate composi- 
tions which permit a low U in comparison 
to neighbored compositions. For this pur- 
pose the investigation of the potential en- 
ergy is sufficient as in the electrostatic lat- 
tice theory. From Umt = $,,,&!&D&, 
W Wt = potential energy function, Dsc = 
reduced density function = spatial correla- 
tion) it is seen that the function Dsc ac- 
counts for Uwt. The function 0;’ = Jrz 
D%+z,a gives an average of Dsc in 
three-dimensional space. It is assumed (1) 
Da” splits into an essentially attracting va- 
lence electron correlation (b correlation) 
and an essentially repelling correlation of 

the peripheral core electrons (c correla- 
tion); (2) the two correlations are latticelike 
with the cells b and c and have a coherency 
length of 50 A; (3) the correlations obey the 
following rules. 

Rule of types. Possible types for a corre- 
lation are the isometric lattices C,B,F,U,H 
which may also have the aspects CH,BH, 
FH,FU,UH,HT (see below). 

Rule of occupation. The contributed va- 
lence electrons (Ni”,Cu’,Zn2,Ga3, . . .) fill 
the lattice of the b correlation fully, and the 
core electrons (d or sp shells) fill the c cor- 
relation to 83 ? 15% in BB alloys and to 50 
? 25% inAB alloys. 

Rule of commensurability. b-la and c-la 
should have many whole-numbered ele- 
ments. Ifb = nc (n = whole number, facto- 
riality) then congruent melting of the phase 
is frequent. A means to conserve factorial- 
ity is vacancy formation of the component 
with lowest valence electron contribution. 
The correlations b and c may be twinned in 
a thus generating a higher a symmetry. 

Rule of place numbers. The number of c 
correlation places per atom N’p”. decreases 
with decreasing valence electron concentra- 
tion N:A, with increasing atomic number 
Nk*, and with increasing external pressure. 

Rule of distances. The distances of max- 
ima in Da”* and Dave, db and d,, depend 
smoothly on NL of a mixture and quasi- 
periodically on N, . ‘* The distance becomes 
smaller with decreasing coordination num- 
ber in the correlation. 

Rule of Hund insertion. In a phase with a 
BnB4 component an F correlation of spin-up 
electrons may be partly filled in the octahe- 
dral interstices by spin-down electrons; this 
is indicated by F’ . 

Rule of classzjkation. Different bindings 
in isotypic phases occur and define sub- 
types. Equal binding in different structures 
occurs and defines isodesmic phase sets. 
Nearly equal binding is named homeodes- 
mism. 

In order to describe the crystal-chemical 
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relations the following notations are useful. la,l/la,l = 0.816, hexanormal. Aspect af- 
Phase designation. Phase designation by fixes: H,U,T = hexagonal, tetragonal body 

chemical symbols in the sequence of the centered, tetragonal primitive. An isomet- 
homologous classes A1 (alkali metals), AZ, ric correlation in a broader sence, C, may 
T3, T4, . . . , Tl”, B’, B2, . . . , B* (noble be generated by hexagonally straining C. 
gases). Affixes to the chemical formula: h = Nonisometric correlation U: an H layer is 
high-temperature phase, r = room-temper- stacked with distance d$21j2. Hund inser- 
ature, 1 = low-temperature, p = high-pres- tion: into the octahedral holes of a b, corre- 
sure, m = metastable, i = impurity stabi- lation with spin up several spin-down elec- 
lized phase. trons are inserted. 

Structure types. Structure types are indi- 
cated by prototype. Prototypes themselves 
are indicated by Bravais group and num- 
bers (separated by a point) of component 
atoms in the primitive cell. The symbols for 
the Bravais groups are following A. J. C. 
Wilson: 

C,B,F = cubic primitive, body cen- 
tered, face centered. 

T,U = tetragonal primitive, body 
centered, 

KR = hexagonal primitive, rhom- 
bohedrally centered, 

O,P,Q,S = orthorhombic primitive, 
body, one face, all faces 
centered, 

M,N,Z = monoclinic primitive, face 
centered, triclinic. 

The two-character symbols of the Structure 
Reports cannot be taken as they must be 
used here in the binding description. 

Citation. Citation is given by SRI .l = 
Structure Reports A, Vol. 1, page 1. Refer- 
ences for phase diagram (phd) are con- 
tained in Hansen, Elliott, Shunk, and Mof- 
fatt. A few references are for Eckerlin in 
Landolt-Bornstein (71Ec) or Wells. 

Correlation kinds. a, b, c correlations are 
designated as the averaged correlations of 
atoms, valence electrons, peripheral core 
electrons. Cell matrices for a, b, c correla- 
tion are a, b, c. Isometric correlation types: 
C,B,F,U,H = cubic primitive, body, face 
centered, tetragonal body centered with 

Matrix notation. aiL = (a11,a12,a13; 
a21,a22,a23: a31,a32,a33), where i (mostly 
omitted) refers to an orthonormal coordi- 
nate system and L numbers the vectors and 
incidentally designates the phase or type. 
An H before a numerical matrix or behind 
the last index of a symbolic matrix indicates 
that i refers to hexanormal coordinates, an 
Mp refers to a monoclinic normal coordi- 
nate system with angle p. 

Abbreviations. (allAO; a21,a22ra23; 

a31,a32,3J = :(all: a21,a22,a23; a31,a32,a33), 

(allAO; 0,a22,0; O,O,aw) = :h,; a,; a33), 

(all; alli a3J = :h; a33), (all; allI = :(allh 
For brevity a matrix b = (2,1,0; - 1,2,0; 
O,O,l) may be written as (.51’2; 5112; l), or 
even shorter as (Y2; 1). 5 is the determinant 
of b and a rotation matrix is omitted; further 
values of whole-numbered determinants are 
collected in Struct. Bonding (Berlin) 33, 
139-177 (1977). 

Commensurabilities. Names of commen- 
surability matrices: b-la = : K’, c-la = :K”. 
An equation a = bK’ = ck”’ is named a 
bonding classification or binding. A quo- 
tient a i’a L, = K is a homeotypic commen- 
surability between the lattices L and L’. 

Derived properties. Nz, Nq, NF, Nbc = 
number of atoms, valence-, core electrons, 
a places, pera cell. N+, NE, NE = number 
of valence electrons, b, c places per atom. 
db, d, = smallest distances in b, c correla- 
tion. In the tables the phase name, structure 
type, reference, cell, and binding are given 
for mixture classes. An A behind a numeri- 
cal matrix means angstrom. The symbol - 
stands for approximately. Blanks indicate 
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missing information. The symbol M at the rule) different commensurabilities b-la, 
end of a chemical formula indicates a mix- c-la; for the different commensurability 
ture. idm = isodesmic, hdm = homeodes- cases, check the fulfillment of the rules of 
mic, nit = no intermediary compound, NE the present summary. The proposal with 
zz numbers of electrons. best fit to the rules is the probable binding. 

How tofind a binding. Draw as abscissa 
the mole fraction Nd = 0, . . . , 1 of the 
second component over 10 cm. Draw as or- 
dinate the average electron distance begin- References 
ning with d = 1 1 so that the difference Ad ,. 
ZZ= 0.2 A corresponds to 1 cm. Plot for N; = 
0 the values of db(0), d,(O) of the first com- 
ponent, and for Nh = 1 the values c&(l), 
d,(l) of the second component. The mar- 2. 
ginal d values, produced by an analysis of 
structures of chemical elements are also 
cited in Struct. Bonding (Berlin) 33, 139- 
177 ( 1977). For an empirical compound as- 3. 
sume d(N&) values interpolated correspond- 
ing to the atom volume curve. Insert these 4, 
values into the possible correlation types to 
get possible b and c cells. Check (by slide 5. 
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